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Introduction
Lingo: The algorithm
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Some background about text clustering
A new research problem?
An idea for solving the conceptual clustering problem

Some background: textual information clustering

Full text clustering

Goals: split documents into semantically related collections or
recreate known partitioning
Input: usually full text of the input documents
Output: discovered structure of clusters

Classification (“clusters” known in advance)

Goals: establish most probable assignment of first-time-seen
documents
Output: document-cluster assignments
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Lingo: The algorithm

Algorithm’s evaluation

Some background about text clustering
A new research problem?
An idea for solving the conceptual clustering problem

Some background: textual information clustering

Question

What about cluster descriptions? → usually neglected
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Introduction
Lingo: The algorithm

Algorithm’s evaluation

Some background about text clustering
A new research problem?
An idea for solving the conceptual clustering problem

Some background: textual information clustering

Clustering of search results

Goals: organize search results into groups, describe them to
shorten the inspection time

Input: fragments of original documents (“snippets” and titles)

Output: groups of semantically related results and their
meaningful descriptions
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Linear search result for “IIPWM” query



Sample clusters for “IIPWM” query



Introduction
Lingo: The algorithm

Algorithm’s evaluation

Some background about text clustering
A new research problem?
An idea for solving the conceptual clustering problem

Question

Is this a new research problem?

It seems that the answer is yes; “conceptual clustering” (?)
combines at least two difficult tasks:

text clustering (what are similar documents?)

discovering quality description (what constitutes a correct,
informative description?)

Challenges:

objective difficulties: language properties (syntax, inflection,
text segmentation), definition of similarity between documents

subjective difficulties: “good” cluster label choice
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Introduction
Lingo: The algorithm

Algorithm’s evaluation

Some background about text clustering
A new research problem?
An idea for solving the conceptual clustering problem

Solving the problem: the idea

Split the process into two independent phases:

cluster label candidate discovery,

clusters discovery

and combine them to produce the desired effect.

Originally proposed by Vivisimo
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A new research problem?
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The Lingo algorithm

Instantiation of the idea

Lingo: description-comes-first



Lingo: the idea’s concrete example

Lingo combines:

SVD — successful at finding clusters

phrases discovery — usually good label indicators



Introduction
Lingo: The algorithm

Algorithm’s evaluation

Overview
Data preprocessing and cluster label induction
Cluster content discovery and cluster formation

Lingo: data preprocessing and frequent phrase extraction

Step 1: Data preprocessing
The usual: stemming (Porter stemmer, Lametyzator), stop words

marking, text segmentation heuristic

Step 2: Frequent phrase extraction and cluster label induction
Discover complete phrases in the input text

maximum length term subsequences
occurring at least term frequency threshold times
do not cross sentence boundaries
no stop words at ends
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Lingo: cluster label induction

Data representation

Term-document matrix A: representation of documents as vectors
of feature weights.
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Latent semantic structure discovery

Matrix A is decomposed using SVD to aquire an orthogonal base
in the multidimensional feature space:IEEE INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS 5

The d = 7 documents
D1: Large ScaleSingular Value Computations
D2: Software for the SparseSingular Value

Decomposition
D3: Introduction to ModernInformation Retrieval
D4: Linear Algebra for IntelligentInformation Retrieval
D5: Matrix Computations
D6: Singular ValueAnalysis of Cryptograms
D7: AutomaticInformationOrganization

The t = 5 terms
T1: Information
T2: Singular
T3: Value
T4: Computations
T5: Retrieval

The p = 2 phrases
P1: Singular Value
P2: Information Retrieval

Fig. 4. Label induction phase—input data

As this phase introduces a number of fairly novel ideas, to
illustrate them we will analyze how Lingo would deal with an
example collection ofd = 7 document titles (Fig.4), in which
t = 5 terms andp = 2 phrases appear more than once and
thus will be treated as frequent.

The first step of the cluster induction phase is building
a term-document matrix for the input snippets. In such a
matrix each snippet is represented as a column vector. Row
vectors denote terms selected to represent documents’ features
(see description below). In our example (Fig.5) the first row
represents the word “Information”, second—“Singular”, and
so on. Similarly, column one represents “Large Scale Singular
Value Computations”, column two—“Software for the Sparse
Singular Value Decomposition”.

A =




0.00 0.00 0.56 0.56 0.00 0.00 1.00
0.49 0.71 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.71 0.00
0.49 0.71 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.71 0.00
0.72 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.83 0.83 0.00 0.00 0.00




Fig. 5. Label induction phase—the term-document matrix

It is important to note that terms which have been marked
as stop words (e.g. “for” in Fig.4) or terms which have not
recorded more than a certain number of appearances (e.g.
“Software” in the example) should be disregarded at this stage.
Not only will this significantly increase the time efficiency of
the algorithm as a whole, but also reduce noise among cluster
labels. Additionally, we have decided to adopt the popular
Salton’s tfidf term weighting scheme in order to eliminate
strong bias existing in the snippets toward the query words.
Matrix A in Fig. 5 presents a term-document matrix for
documents shown in Fig.4; columns represent documents (d)
and rows represent terms (t). Values inA were calculated using
tfidf and then length of each column vector was normalized.

The actual process of discovering abstract concepts is based
on the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of the term-
document matrixA, which breaks it into three matrices:U , S
andV in such a way thatA = USV T (see Fig.6).

One of the properties of the SVD is that the firstr columns
of U , r being the rank ofA, form an orthogonal basis for the
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Fig. 6. SVD decomposition breaks a given matrix into three components

term space of the input matrix. In linear algebra basis vectors
of a linear space can be treated as building blocks that create
vectors over that space. Following this intuition, we believe
that in our setting each of the building blocks should carry
one of the ideas referred to in the input collection. Thus, from
Lingo’s point of view, basis vectors (i.e. column vectors ofU )
are exactly what it has set out to find—a vector representation
of the snippets’ abstract concepts.

In the majority of practical situations taking allr basis
vectors as abstract concepts would result in an unmanageable
number of clusters—usually close to the number of snippets.
Therefore, Lingo uses the singular values of theA matrix
(lying on the diagonal of the SVD’sS matrix) to calculate
how many columns ofU should actually proceed to the next
stage of the algorithm. Let us assume that as a result of
that calculationk = 2 has been selected to be the desired
number of clusters for our example. Consequently, in further
processing instead of the originalU matrix, Uk consisting of
the firstk columns ofU will be used (Fig.7).

U =




0.00 0.75 0.00 −0.66 0.00
0.65 0.00 −0.28 0.00 −0.71
0.65 0.00 −0.28 0.00 0.71
0.39 0.00 0.92 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.66 0.00 0.75 0.00




Fig. 7. Label induction phase—the abstract concepts matrix

Two important characteristics of the basis vectors must
be emphasized here. Firstly, they are pairwise orthogonal,
which should potentially result in a rich diversity among
the discovered abstract concepts. Secondly, basis vectors are
expressed in the term space of theA matrix, and so can be
the frequent phrases discovered in the previous phase. This
enables Lingo to use the classic cosine distance measure to
make comparisons between them and calculate which phrase
or single word will be the best verbal representation of an
abstract concept. Single terms are considered at this stage
because it may happen that none of the frequent phrases
describes an abstract concept better than a single term.

For every frequent phrase and every single frequent word
Lingo creates a column vector over the term space of the
A matrix. When assembled together, these vectors make up
a term-document matrixP of frequent phrases and words
(Fig. 8). In our example, column one corresponds to the phrase
“Singular Value”, column two—“Information Retrieval”, col-
umn three—“Information” (single word) etc.

Assuming that column vectors of bothU andP are length-
normalized, which is the case in our example, the problem
of calculating the cosine distance between every abstract-
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Cluster label induction

Observation

Cluster label candidates are expressed in the same vector space as
documents in matrix A. One can easily calculate their similarity to
the first k vectors of the base: M = UT

k P.
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Lingo: cluster content discovery and cluster formation

Step 3: Cluster content discovery
Apply Vector Space Model technique to look for documents in

proximity of search labels
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Step 4: Final cluster formation
Count the scores for each cluster, sort them, display them
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Introduction
Lingo: The algorithm

Algorithm’s evaluation

Algorithm’s evaluation

Common evaluation difficulties

Quality of cluster labels subjective and hard to measure
Many different “good” cluster sets for the same data
. . .

Empirical evaluation experiment

7 human evaluators (mixed background)
4 clustered search results, 2 Polish and 2 English queries
Questions asked:

Are cluster labels meaningful?
Are document assignments within a group sensible?

Stanis law Osiński, Jerzy Stefanowski, Dawid Weiss Lingo: Search Results Clustering Algorithm Based on SVD



Introduction
Lingo: The algorithm

Algorithm’s evaluation

Results of the experiment

70-70% clusters marked as useful

80-95% documents (snippets) matched a cluster’s topic

Questions. . .

Was this experiment informative?

Was it helpful?

Did it prove anything?
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Thank you. questions?
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